
13 - The Stars 
THE SUN is of course the most familiar of all the stars-and yet not everyone 

realizes that it is a star! It appears large and red, instead of small and cool like other 
stars, because it is closer to us. The sun is more important to us than any other body in 
the heavens. Without it, the scientists tell us, life could not have begun on our planet; 
and if the sun were to vanish, life would be hard put to survive. 

We can see all about us the results of the energy that the sun gives to the earth. 
We owe almost all our heat and light as well as energy, to the influence of this great ball 
of fiery gas. Plants cannot grow without its beneficent rays, and the animals in turn draw 
life-sustaining energy from the plants. It is not surprising that ancient peoples worshiped 
the sun as their supreme god, and that to us the word "sunshine" means "happiness." 

The sun is blazing hot-hot beyond belief. It helps us to get some idea of the sun's 
temperature when we consider how hot it is in midsummer despite the fact that the 
nearest we ever come to the sun is well over ninety million miles! The surface 
temperature of the sun is about 5,800° centigrade. Inside its burning body the 
temperature may be millions of degrees higher. 

The sun gives the illusion of varying in brightness and also in size. Late in the 
day, as the sun sinks toward the western horizon, its glare is reduced so that you can 
watch it briefly without ill effect. At this time it appears to grow larger; but if you roll a 
sheet of paper into a tube and look through it, the sun will resume its usual size. The 
"change" of size is one of nature's interesting illusions. 

SPOTS ON THE SUN 
If you look at the sun through a telescope equipped with a specially darkened 

filter, you may observe some dark spots on its bright yellow surface, possibly grouped in 
pairs or clusters. You would see them apparently moving across the disk a short 
distance each day as the sun turns on its axis. 

These "sunspots" would appear very tiny in your telescope, but in reality each 
one of them might be as large as our earth-or larger. The earth is a mere speck 
compared to the sun, which requires twenty-five of our days to complete a turn on its 
axis and has a mass 332,000 times greater than that of the earth! 

What Sunspots Are: A sunspot is believed to begin in a column of gas that rises 
from far below the surface of the sun. This column is pushed upward to the surface by 
energy supplied by its own heat. This expended energy results in a shallow layer of gas 
at the top of the column. The top layer is cooler than its surroundings and therefore 
appears darker. 

The number and frequency of sunspots vary, but they have a way of increasing 
and gathering in larger groups for several years, then becoming less and less frequent 
until the sun is quite clear of them. On the average, about eleven years elapse between 
one period of great spottedness to the next. 

Tracing the Influence of Sunspots: There has naturally been a great deal of 
speculation about the possible effects of sunspots on our earth. Occasionally scientists 
have thought they could trace a connection between "storms" on the sun and stormy 
weather on the earth. However, observers in the United States Weather Bureau have 
not yet succeeded in tracing any direct influence of sunspots on our storms. 



However, these observers feel more certain about a connection between 
sunspots and the northern lights (aurora borealis) often seen from Alaska, Canada, and 
northern Europe, and also between sunspots and the so-called magnetic storms that 
sometimes interfere with radio reception. These storms and the northern lights have 
never been traced to any particular sunspots, but they have been most numerous during 
years when the sun was heavily "spotted." 

"Granules" Hundreds of Miles Across: You would need to use a large 
telescope to discover that the sun's surface is not smooth, but apparently made up of 
countless grains (usually called "granules") that are believed to be rising streams of hot 
gases. Though they look small to us, they have been estimated as anywhere from about 
four hundred to a thousand miles across! The sun probably contains the same chemical 
elements as its daughter, the earth, but these remain in the form of gas because of the 
intense heat. 

 
ECLIPSES OF THE SUN 
When the moon is in a direct line between the earth and the sun, we have a total 

eclipse of the sun. This kind of eclipse does not happen often; hundreds of years may 
pass between total eclipses in any one part of the earth. Sunlight is so taken for granted 
that even the prospect of an eclipse is of wide interest and appeals not only to scientists, 
but to all people, young and old. 

We can see an eclipse of the sun from only a small area-for a total eclipse the 
area is about sixty miles wide-while an eclipse of the moon can be seen anywhere on 
the side of the earth where it is night. This is explained by the fact that the earth's 
shadow is large enough to cover the whole moon (during a lunar eclipse), whereas the 
moon's shadow is small and covers only a small part of the earth. 

How the Sun is "Blotted Out": "How can the moon ever 'blot out' the entire sun, 
if the sun is so much bigger?" a child may wonder. 

If he holds a dime at arm's length he will find that the small coin seems to more 
than cover the moon. This same principle operates when we see the nearby moon 
between us and the distant sun. While the sun's diameter is four hundred times larger 
than that of the moon, the sun is also four hundred times farther away, and the two disks 
seem of equal size. 

ATOMIC ENERGY AND THE SUN 
Children take a lively interest in the information that the sun's energy is atomic, 

and that this giant heavenly body was producing atomic energy before the earth began. 



Long ago people believed that the sun was merely a great burning mass; but if this had 
been true, it would have burned itself out in less than two thousand years. When 
scientists realized that this idea must be wrong, they were puzzled about the secret of 
the sun's energy until they discovered, quite recently, that an atom could be split, 
releasing an enormous amount of energy. This solved the puzzle of the sun's energy! 

The term "atom" (taken from a Greek word meaning "indivisible") had been 
chosen for what was believed to be the tiniest possible unit of matter. We now know that 
these units are made of still smaller particles that are in motion-and are constantly 
changing into new forms. The change may be sudden and violent, as in an atomic bomb, 
or slow and gradual. 

In the case of the sun, hydrogen atoms are changing into helium atoms. To be 
specific, four hydrogen atoms are changed into one helium atom, and one per cent of 
their weight is converted into atomic energy. This means that the sun, with its countless 
active atoms, is constantly growing smaller, or losing weight; but it is so enormous that it 
can continue to shrink at its present rate for billions of years without affecting the earth! 

SAFETY MEASURES FOR SUN OBSERVATION 
If you are interested in sun-watching, you must always keep in mind how 

dangerous it is to look directly at it, even for a moment. To impress this on your child, 
you can hold a reading glass in the sunlight so that it will focus the rays on a piece of 
paper. Before long a hole will burn in the paper-a dramatic illustration of the power of the 
sun. 

As for using an instrument, anyone looking at the sun through a telescope not 
equipped with a darkened lens, would be blinded. Observing the sun is safe only with a 
proper telescope, or heavily smoked glass, or several thicknesses of photographic film. 

For interesting and easily managed sun observations, you can note and record 
the time of sunset and sunrise over a period of several months and also the points on 
the horizon at which the sun rises and sets during the same period. In this way you have 
first-hand information about its gradual shift northward (as seen from northern latitudes) 
from December 21 to June 21; you can then chart its reverse trip southward from June 
21 to December 21. 

Stars Beyond the Sun 
The sun is four hundred times farther away from us than is the moon. Yet the 

sun, in comparison to the other stars, is a nearby star!-that is why it appears large and 
red. This fact will give a youngster some notion of the incredibly vast distances between 
us and the other stars. 

The average size of a star is about equal to the size of the sun. Many stars that 
we can see with unaided eye are much larger than the sun; on the other hand, countless 
stars that can be seen only through telescopes are smaller than the average size. 

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF LIGHT-YEARS AWAY 
The real stars (as distinguished from the wandering planets) we know as "fixed" 

stars. Scientists have reckoned that light, moving at a rate of 186,000 miles a second, 
takes four years to travel from the nearest fixed star-other than the sun-to our earth. This 
impressive figure is a useful one to remember, for it involves the "light-year" previously 
mentioned, which is used as a unit of measurement in astronomy. (A light-year is the 
distance light travels in one year.) 



Looking at the night sky, we have the illusion that all the stars are the same 
distance from us, with some larger than others. However, their apparent size is partly 
dependent on their location. Some of these stars are hundreds of thousands of light-
years away! 

HOW STARS SEEM TO MOVE 
When we talk about "fixed" stars, it is a good idea to remind a child that the earth 

rotates on its axis. It is this real motion of the earth that explains the apparent motion of 
the stars. The youngster should also bear in mind that the axis of the earth, if it could be 
extended, would pierce the northern sky a short distance from the North Star, or 
polestar, known also as Polaris. 

Polaris, the North Star: Polaris is the only star in the sky that never seems to 
move. While it remains nearly stationary, the other constellations seem to move around 
it. If we look for Polaris from a position just north of the equator, we will locate it barely 
above the horizon. As we travel northward, it seems to be higher and higher in the sky. If 
we went as far as the North Pole, we would find Polaris directly overhead. 

The North Star has guided sailors for centuries in determining their position at 
sea. In the southern sky, where the earth's axis ;; would touch if extended, there is no 
star bright enough to serve as a comparable guide to seamen. 

The heavens look different depending on what part of the earth you view them 
from. Thus, from the United States and Canada we cannot see the stars that circle the 
South Pole; and the people who live in Australia, southern Africa, or South America, 
cannot see the stars around the North Pole. It is only from locations along the equator 
that all the stars can be seen. 

Constellations in the Night Sky 
With their vivid imagination and quick flair for fanciful patterns, children seize 

eagerly on the constellations, those pictorial star-groups that hark back to the childhood 
of civilization. At the time of Christ, more than forty of these sky pictures had become 
generally accepted; over the succeeding centuries more were worked out, and today 
astronomers officially recognize eighty-eight constellations. (The word "constellation" is 
taken from two Latin words meaning "stars together.") 

The stars in a constellation may differ in brightness, distance from us, and in 
size; their only relationship is created as our eyes move from one to another and we 
draw our imaginary picture bringing a group into focus. Some constellations, such as 
Sagitta (the Arrow), have few bright stars and the area they cover is small. Ursa Major 
(the Great Bear), Hydra (the Water Monster) and Hercules are among the very large 
constellations. 

The constellations near the North Star go around the pole (in terms of apparent 
motion) every twenty-four hours and are visible throughout the year. How many 
constellations you can see constantly, depends on your location between the pole and 
the equator. From the greater part of the United States we can observe six that never 
set: the Great Bear, the Little Bear, the Dragon, Cepheus (se fus), Cassiopeia (kas io-pe 
yah), and Camelopardalis (kah-mel o-par-dah-lis). From Canada and the northernmost 
United States about ten others can be seen, wholly or in part, through all seasons. 

THE GREAT BEAR AND THE BIG DIPPER 
The Great Bear is usually the first constellation with which children become 

familiar. "Great Bear" is the translation of the Latin name Ursa Major; in the United 



States a part of the constellation is famous as the Big Dipper. This is the most easily 
recognized of constellations, and of further importance as the guidepost to the North 
Star. 

 
If you imagine a line joining the two stars that form the side of the Dipper's bowl 

farthest from the handle, and then extend this line through the top of the Dipper for five 
times that length, it will end at the North Star. For this reason, the two stars at the 
Dipper's bowl are often called the "pointers." 

All four stars that form the bowl of the Dipper and the three that make the handle 
are of about the same degree of brightness, making the form of a dipper especially clear. 



If you keep track of the Dipper for three or four hours, you will see that it is moving like a 
giant clock hand-"counterclockwise," however-around Polaris. Unless you look carefully 
you may not see the stars contained within the bowl of the Dipper; but with close 
observation on a clear night, you should be able to distinguish ten or twelve faint stars. 

THE LITTLE BEAR AND THE LITTLE DIPPER 
You will not find the Little Bear so easily as the Big Bear, for many of its stars are 

dim and may be overlooked in moonlight or haze. Seven of its stars form the Little 
Dipper, with the bright North Star forming the free end of the handle. The two stars that 
correspond to the pointers in the Big Dipper (farthest from the handle) are also bright. 
These two stars are known as "the guardians of the pole" because they circle closer to it 
and to Polaris than do any other bright stars. 

THE WINDING DRAGON 
Winding about the Dippers is Draco, the Dragon. To locate it, you must look for a 

stream of stars that starts near the pointers in the Big Dipper. From there the dragon 
makes a semicircle around the guardians of the pole, then turns sharply back for some 
distance; the dragon's head lies between a very bright star, Vega, and the guardians. 

CASSIOPEIA AND CEPHEUS 
Cassiopeia is nearly directly opposite the Big Dipper, on the other side of the 

pole. Hence, when one of these constellations is not in a good position for observation, 
the other is. Five of the brighter stars of Cassiopeia form a giant irregular W (or M, 
depending on your location). One less bright star is sometimes included in the group, 
and when it is, the constellation may be fancied as a broken-backed chair, sometimes 
called Cassiopeia's chair. 

In Greek mythology Cassiopeia was a queen, and Cepheus was her king. In the 
heavens, Cepheus is located next to Cassiopeia. Cepheus contains no very bright stars, 
but you can locate it by looking along an imaginary line from the pointers of the Big 
Dipper through the North Star, and then continuing on for about the same distance 
again. Some of its stars form a crude square and others make a triangle resting on the 
square. The Milky Way runs through Cepheus. 

CAMELOPARDALIS 
When you go sky-exploring in quest of Camelopardalis you will want to choose a 

clear moonless night; this constellation is made up of nothing but faint stars. Though its 
name suggests a camel, the constellation is actually supposed to represent a giraffe. It 
lies quite close to the North Star. Astronomers worked out Camelopardalis to fill in a 
large area of the sky that the ancient constellations did not include. 

STARS OF THE SUMMER NIGHT 
Just as we can learn to tell time by the position of the Big Dipper constellation, 

we can follow the seasons by tracing certain stars. In the summertime, if you look to the 
east and slightly north, you will see three exceptionally bright stars, located so as to form 
a gigantic triangle. The Milky Way, passing through it, may help you to discover this 
triangle. The stars that form it are Vega, Altair, and Deneb. 

Vega, a brilliant bluish-white, is the brightest star in the summer sky. Arcturus, 
orange in tone, is second brightest. You may notice these two stars as darkness falls 
(Arcturus to the southwest) , for they are the first to appear. The three "summer triangle" 
stars are not a constellation; in fact each belongs to a different star group. Vega is in a 



constellation known as the Lyre. Altair is part of Aquila the Eagle, and Deneb belongs to 
Cygnus the Swan. 

Another brilliant star you will find in the southern sky of summer is Antares, of 
rosy hue in contrast to Vega's bluish-white. It is a part of the constellation Scorpio. These 
and many other stars and constellations will become sky friends to look for, year after 
year, once you have made their acquaintance. 

WINTER STARS ARE EXCEPTIONALLY BRILLIANT 
On winter evenings the stars are exceptionally brilliant, brighter than any "sky 

pictures of summertime." In guessing at the explanation, a youngster may give all the 
credit to the clear, cold atmosphere. True, this clarity is a help, but it is a fact that many 
of the most brilliant and striking star groups come into view only in winter. 

Some Wintertime Favorites: It is in the winter that we see the supergiant star, 
Betelgeuse (bet el gooz). Early in the winter two bright stars, Castor and Pollux, may be 
located by extending the line of the Big Dipper's handle through its bowl. Then, through 
the season we have an animal parade of star groups with the Little Dog (Canis Minor) 
and Big Dog (Canis Major), and Leo, the Lion. Many of the stars that form these "animal" 
outlines are of exceptional brilliance, including the Dog Star (Sirius) situated in the Big 
Dog, and Regulus, which marks Leo's heart. 

You may be interested to know that Sirius is twenty-five times as bright as our 
sun-though most of the effect is lost on us as Sirius is fifty trillion miles away from our 
earth! 

If the clearness of the winter atmosphere does not account for the variations in 
the brilliance of stars, what then is the explanation? The distance of a star from the earth 
is part of the story; but if all stars were equally distant from us they would still not be 
equally bright. Some stars are larger than others, some have a higher temperature than 
others. All these factors affect the degree of brilliance associated with a given star. 

THE ZODIAC 
The zodiac is an imaginary wide zone in the sky, within which the sun, moon, and 

planets move. In addition, twelve constellations are considered part of the zodiac, 
although their boundaries may extend beyond it, and other constellations have at least a 
few of their stars within it. 

The Signs of the Zodiac: The twelve zodiacal constellations are divided into six 
northern signs and six southern signs. Here they are, with their Latin names and English 
translations: 

Northern signs for spring: Aries (the ram), Taurus (the bull), Gemini (the twins); 
northern signs for summer: Cancer (the crab), Leo (the lion) , Virgo (the virgin) ; 
southern signs for fall: Libra (the balance), Scorpio (the scorpion), Sagittarius (the 
archer); southern signs for winter: Capricornus (the goat) , Aquarius (the water-bearer), 
and Pisces (the fishes) . 

The astronomers of ancient times divided the zodiac into twelve equal parts, and 
we know these sections as "the signs of the zodiac," with the same names as the twelve 
constellations of the zodiac. 

Discovering the Constellations 



Although our modem observatories have to be equipped with all the latest 
refinements in the way of observing, recording, and calculating, you can have the fun of 
looking for the constellations without resorting to a telescope. 

At the start it is helpful to obtain sky maps or charts giving the positions of the 
stars for the season in which you are interested. You can avoid discouragement if you 
are aware that even the ever-present constellations are not always in a good position for 
study. (When they are near the horizon, some of their stars are too faint for you to see.) 

A youngster will get the best results, and hence the most fun, seeking 
constellations that are high in the sky. Help him recognize the Big Dipper first; after that 
it is not too difficult, with the aid of a sky map, to find other nearby groups. The best sky-
exploring is done away from the bright lights of a big city, and an excellent position from 
which to do it is flat on your back. It is important not to rush matters by trying to discover 
or recognize too many constellations or stars in a short time. Become really acquainted 
with one or two before going on to others. 

How Astronomers Study the Stars 
As you explain facts about the stars to a child, he may very well be puzzled. 

Some of these facts are so fantastic of themselves, some go counter to "common 
sense," some contradict what a child may have taken for granted. How can he be sure 
that the information given him is accurate-especially as he learns that early studies of 
the stars led to many incorrect conclusions? 

TELESCOPE AND CAMERA 
It was the telescope that gave tremendous impetus to man's exploration of the 

stars. But his observations were still limited until the camera came along and 
considerably enhanced the value of the telescope. A camera can be fastened to the 
viewing end of a telescope, doing the observer's work more efficiently in some respects. 

The combination of telescope and camera is particularly effective when a driving 
clock is attached causing the instrument to turn about an axis parallel to the axis around 
which the earth turns. The instrument moves at the same speed but in the opposite 
direction. Thus a photographic plate may be exposed for several hours, and stars too 
faint to be seen through the telescope, will register dots on the plate. 

THE VERSATILE SPECTROSCOPE 
Even before the camera was being used by astronomers, the spectroscope had 

been invented. To understand how this instrument works requires a knowledge of 
physics, but even the layman can appreciate the immense usefulness of this instrument. 

The spectroscope analyzes the light of the stars and reveals what chemical 
elements go into their make-up. On the basis of this analysis the spectroscope estimates 
the rate at which the stars are moving, and the direction of their motion toward the earth 
or away from it. 

The spectroscope does more-it reveals the age of the stars through their size, 
color, and composition. The younger ones are giant size and are composed of thin 
gases that shine with a rosy hue. An older star is more condensed and shines yellow. In 
the next age cycle it would shine white and blue; after that it is really an old star and 
begins to cool. 

Through all its stages a star condenses and contracts. After its old age, a star 
shines white, then yellow, then red-at last becoming cold and dead. Although a new star 



and a very old one both shine red, their age can be distinguished by their size: A giant 
red star is young, a small red star is old. 

THE INTERFEROMETER AND OTHER AIDS 
Another invention that has proved of great value to astronomers is the 

interferometer, a remarkable instrument that can be attached to a telescope to measure 
the size of certain stars. There are still other instruments that help us to know the stars. 
Scientists use these instruments to measure the intensity of light and heat on these far-
distant heavenly bodies. Whatever instrument is used, mathematical techniques are the 
key to success. Geometry, trigonometry, and the calculations they involve, originated 
with the measurement of land on the surface of the earth, but they ended up by leading 
us to the stars. 

Spectacular Sights in the Skies 
THE MILKY WAY-FORTY BILLION STARS 
On a clear night, in open country, even a child will be able to find the Milky Way 

without having it pointed out to him-the band it forms in the sky actually does have a 
milky-white appearance. This cloudy band of light is made up of an enormous number of 
stars-an estimated forty billion!-one of which is our sun. Many of these stars are too dim 
to stand out separately, but their light adds to the glow of the star-band. A number of 
important constellations, such as Sagittarius and Cassiopeia, are included in it. 

If you were to take a trip around the world you would find that the Milky Way (also 
called the Galaxy) forms a nearly continuous belt about the heavens. At home you can, 
at best, see half of this starry band crossing the sky from horizon to horizon. When it lies 
near the horizon, it can be observed only with some difficulty, and on cloudy nights, not 
at all. 

THE SOUTHERN CROSS 
South of the equator, the Milky Way includes the famous constellation that we 

call the Southern Cross (Crux). To the people who live in the far south it is what the 
Great Bear is to those in the north, for it lies closer to the South Pole than does any 
other outstanding constellation. While the Southern Cross is sometimes seen from the 
farthest southerly parts of the United States, most of us know it from reading or from 
pictures. 

However, a picture of the Southern Cross may be disappointing to a child; the 
bright, reddish star (Gamma) at the top of the cross does not photograph well on 
ordinary plates because of its color. The outline of the Southern Cross is formed by four 
stars of almost equal brightness. In the northern skies we have a group of stars, also 
lying within the Milky Way, which form a cross and are often called the Northern Cross-
though the official name for the group is Cygnus, meaning "swan." 

COMETS-MILLIONS OF MILES LONG 
Children are naturally interested in learning more about this amazing spectacle of 

the skies. Whenever a comet is bright enough to be seen with the unaided eye, 
newspapers make a big story out of its appearance, and give the position in which the 
comet will be found. Though astronomers watching the sky with telescopes can see 
possibly six or more comets every year, on the average not more than two or three a 
century will be large enough to attract wide attention. 



What Comets are Made of: A comet has a bright starlike head and a long filmy 
tail. We know that it is made partly of solid matter (as it reflects sunlight) and partly of 
gas; but the solid matter does not form one great solid body like the earth. It is made of 
many solid pieces of greatly varying sizes with gases between them. 

Millions of Miles, Thousands of Years: The tremendous distance that 
separates us from the comets makes them appear small. Actually the head of a comet 
may be as big as the earth, if not much larger, and the tail is millions of miles long! The 
apparent motion of comets through space is affected, too, by this distance. They seem 
to move slowly because they are millions of miles away, but they are really speeding 
through space. In the course of their travels-which take them around the sun in 
elongated ellipses they may return a number of times within sight from the earth, but 
hundreds or thousands of years may pass between the successive appearances of any 
one comet. 

While the actions of most comets are unpredictable, the famous "Halley's comet"-
a bright one that can easily be seen without a telescope-has been observed at intervals 
of about seventy-seven years. It was last seen in Iglo and is predicted to return about 
1987 

A comet may be seen with the naked eye or with a telescope for a number of 
nights, perhaps running into weeks. Each night its position is somewhat changed as it 
progresses through the heavens. 

"SHOOTING STARS" ARE NOT STARS 
The term "shooting star" is a very natural one for a bright spot streaking across 

the sky. Astronomers avoid the term, however, as the objects that look like shooting 
stars are not stars at all. The proper name for them is meteors. 

Meteors and "Fireballs": Meteors are made up of solid material that suggests 
stone or iron. We do not know whether meteors are fragments left over from the forming 
of our planets or matter that entered our solar system from the outside; but we do know 
that comets sometimes break up into meteors. 

As it shoots through the sky, a meteor may give off sparks or appear to have a 
bright train; and it may travel in a straight or wavy line. You are most likely to see one 
that appears white or yellow; but there are also very bright ones, red or green, and these 
are called "fireballs." 

The light given off by meteors is produced by the terrific speed at which they race 
through the atmosphere, and the resulting friction. Their average speed is anywhere 
from seven to nearly fifty miles a second! 

"Meteor Showers": At certain times of the year meteors appear in such 
numbers that we talk of "meteor showers." You can look for a shower about the tenth of 
December in the eastern sky; another, about the sixteenth of November. There are 
others in August and October, but as they do not occur until after midnight, it is not 
practical to keep young children up to watch for them. 

Two Thousand Meteors a Day: Some meteors are no larger than a small pea; 
others may weigh thirty tons or more. The small ones burn themselves out by the friction 
they create, but many of the larger ones land on earth. About two thousand meteors hit 
the earth every day! After landing they are called meteorites. About fifteen hundred of 
them have been found (the biggest weighs fifty tons), and a number of them are on 
exhibition in museums throughout the country. 



When a big meteor strikes the earth it may smash a gaping hole, or crater, in it. 
The largest meteor-made crater in the United States, known as El Diablo (the Devil) , is 
in Arizona. It is more than four thousand feet across, and 575 feet deep. For years pro-
spectors have hunted in vain for the meteorite that created El Diablo. Despite all the 
evidence of huge meteorites and the discovery of some big ones, it does not seem that 
anyone has ever been injured by a meteor. 


